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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a simple but effective
semantic-based aggregation (SBA) method. The proposed SBA
utilizes the discriminative filters of deep convolutional layers as
semantic detectors. Moreover, we propose the effective unsuper-
vised strategy to select some semantic detectors to generate the
“soft region proposals,” which highlight certain discriminative
pattern of objects and suppress the noise of background. The final
global SBA representation could then be acquired by aggregating
the regional representations weighted by the selected “soft region
proposals” corresponding to various semantic content. Our unsu-
pervised SBA is easy to generalize and achieves excellent perfor-
mance on various tasks. We conduct comprehensive experiments
and show that our unsupervised SBA outperforms the state-
of-the-art unsupervised and supervised aggregation methods on
image retrieval, place recognition, and cloud classification.

Index Terms— Unsupervised, semantic-based aggregation,
semantic detectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decades, feature aggregation has received
sustained attention. Image representations derived by

aggregating features such as Scale-Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) [1] and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [2]
are shown to be effective for image retrieval [3]–[18] and place
recognition [19], [20].

Recently, the performance of CNN-based features aggre-
gation methods [10]–[14], [21] rapidly outperforms that of
SIFT-based features aggregation methods [4]–[9], [22]. Some
methods [10], [23], [24] generate the global representation
based on fully connected layer features for image retrieval.
After that, convolutional features are aggregated to obtain
the global representation [11]–[15] and achieve better perfor-
mance. Many recent methods [19], [20], [25]–[27] re-train
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the image representations end-to-end by collected training
datasets. The fine-tuning process significantly improves the
adaptation ability for the specific task. However, these meth-
ods [18]–[20], [25]–[27] need to collect the labeled training
datasets and the performance of them heavily relies on the
collected datasets. The discrepant tasks need different training
datasets, for example, the fine-tuned model based on place
recognition dataset Pitts250k [28] is not very suitable for
landmark building image retrieval in NetVLAD [19].

Previous aggregation methods ignore the discrimina-
tive information from the object semantic parts. The
semantic-based information is utilized for fine-gained cate-
gorization [31]–[35] and the semantic-based representation
provides the state-of-the-art performance. Zhang et al. [31]
pick some distinctive filters which respond to specific patterns
significantly and consistently to learn a set of part detectors.
Then, they conditionally encode the deep filter responses into
the final representation based on Fisher vector [6]. In recent
work [34], the semantic-based image representation is gener-
ated by aggregating selected parts on several different scales.
The recent work [35] applies spatial constraints to select
part proposals which are generated by selective search [36].
Different with these methods, the selected semantic proposals
(“soft region proposal”) in our algorithm are not constrained
to rectangular box but erose shape.

Some recent works [31], [37], [38] analyze the meaning
of feature maps of CNN. Zeiler and Fergus [38] show that
some input patterns stimulate the special channels of feature
maps of the latter convolutional layers. He et al. [37] visualize
the feature maps generated by some filters of the conv5 layer
from SPP-net and show that the filters of deep convolutional
layers are activated by specific semantic content and some
distinctive filters can work as semantic detectors. The var-
ious channels of convolutional feature maps can represent
the pixel-level label mask of different categories in Fully
Convolutional Network (FCN) [39]. Instance-aware seman-
tic segmentation [40], [41] employs the different channels of
shared convolutional layers to detect and segment the vari-
ous object instance jointly. Mask R-CNN [42] demonstrates
that the erose proposals perform better than the rectangular
regions on object detection task. Inspired by above works,
we employ some selected discriminative filters of deep con-
volutional layers as the semantic detectors to generate erose
“soft region proposals”, which correspond to fixed semantic
content implicitly.

We define the special channel of normalized feature maps as
“soft region proposal” in this paper. The “soft region proposal”
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Fig. 1. Visualization of “soft region proposals”. (a) Some images in
Oxford5K [29]. (b)-(e) The various channels of feature maps in pool5
layer from pre-trained VGG16 [30]. Each channel of feature maps is acti-
vated (warm) by different patterns and some discriminative channels can work
as “soft region proposals”.

encodes the spatial layout of input object’s semantic content,
and represents the probability of pixels belonging to fixed
semantic. To further understand the meanings and charac-
teristics of the “soft region proposals”, we visualize some
images and corresponding typical “soft region proposals”
in Fig. 1. We select some images in Oxford5K [29] as shown
in Fig. 1 (a). In Fig. 1 (b)-(e), we visualize some discriminative
channels of feature maps which work as the “soft region pro-
posals” for the selected images. Each channel of feature maps
is activated (warm) by special patterns corresponding to fixed
semantic content and the background is suppressed (cold). For
example, the 220th feature map (Fig. 1 (b)) of pool5 layers
from VGG16 [30] is most activated by the sharp shape; the
478th feature map (Fig. 1 (c)) is most activated by the arc
shape; the 483th feature map (Fig. 1 (d)) is most activated by
the bottom of buildings; the 360th feature map (Fig. 1 (e)) is
most activated by the body of buildings. We can see that differ-
ent filters of deep convolutional layers are sensitive to different
shapes or semantic, and they highlight different patterns of
objects. Some special patterns of object are discriminative, for
example, the 220th feature maps highlight the spire of build-
ings. Therefore, filters of deep convolutional layers can work
as semantic detectors to pick special patterns corresponding to
fixed semantic content. We select the discriminative filters of
deep convolutional layers as the semantic detectors to generate
erose “soft region proposals, which are related to different
semantic content.

It is gruelling and time-consuming to collect different train-
ing datasets for various tasks. We can try to mine the discrim-
inative information from pre-trained network by employing
some unsupervised strategies. Inspired by the characteristics of
feature maps, in this paper we propose a novel and simple way
of creating powerful image representation via semantic-based
aggregation. Without need of fine-tuning by different collected
training datasets on various tasks, our unsupervised semantic-
based aggregation (SBA) method is easy to generalize to dif-
ferent tasks. We conduct comprehensive experiments on image
retrieval [25]–[27], place recognition [19], [20] and cloud
classification [43]. Our SBA significantly outperforms most

state-of-the-art unsupervised aggregation methods [11]–[14]
and supervised methods [19], [20], [25]–[27]. Especially on
image classification, we improve the non-parameter classifica-
tion method [44], [45] based on multi-neighbor information.
In ONE, Xie et al. [45] demonstrate that the essentials of
image classification and retrieval are the same, since both tasks
could be tackled by measuring the similarity between images.
We integrate our unsupervised SBA with non-parameter clas-
sifier which requires no learning/training of parameters.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

1) “Soft Region Proposal”: We select some discriminative
semantic detectors by succinct unsupervised strategy to gener-
ate the “soft region proposals” corresponding to special seman-
tic content. Different with previous methods, the selected
“soft region proposals” are not constrained to rectangular
box and represent the confidence degree of fixed semantic.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work to
select the erose “soft region proposals” for image retrieval,
and the selected “soft region proposals” corresponding to
special semantic content are tactfully employed to generate
high-dimensional representation which contains discriminative
semantic information.

2) Semantic-Based Aggregation: We aggregate the convo-
lutional features weighted by selected “soft region proposals”
and concatenate the regional representations as global SBA
representation. Because selected “soft region proposals” cor-
responds to fixed semantic but not fixed position, the selected
regional representations can be concatenated as the global
SBA representation. Concatenation as the global represen-
tation preserves more discrimination than summing regional
representations.

3) SBA for Classification: We apply SBA representation on
both image classification and retrieval. We improve ONE [45]
by considering the multi-neighbor relation rather than only
nearest-neighbor for image classification. The non-parameter
classifier is easy to generalize to different classification task.
We integrate it with our unsupervised SBA for image clas-
sification task, and our holistic pipeline does not require
supervised training.

The updated SBA we present in this paper features several
improvements compared to its first version reported in our
original conference publication PWA [46]. Our new version
supplements the non-parametric multi-neighbor (MN) classi-
fier for image classification, which is also training-free as our
unsupervised SBA. We present a more comprehensive exper-
imental evaluation of various tasks (e.g., place recognition
and cloud classification) and demonstrate the generalization
ability of our SBA. Finally, we deeply analyze the advantages
of our unsupervised SBA in practice. We share our code at
https://github.com/XJhaoren/PWA.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Feature Aggregation
The classical approaches to object based image retrieval

involve the use of SIFT features [1]. Successful techniques
for image retrieval tend to focus on deriving image represen-
tations from local descriptors based on aggregation strategy,
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such as the bag-of-visual-words (BOW) representation [4],
BOW with multiple- [47], [48] or soft-assignment [49], [50],
locality-constrained liner coding [51], VLAD [5], Fisher vec-
tor [6], [22], triangulation embedding [7], Faemb [8] and
robust visual descriptor (RVD) aggregation [9].

Several recent aggregation methods consider the use of
deep CNN fully connected layer features for image retrieval.
Fully connected layer is used as global representation fol-
lowed by dimensionality reduction [10], and the performance
of PCA-compressed representation is better than compact
representations computed on traditional SIFT-like features.
Simultaneously, [24] proposes the more performant repre-
sentation based on performing orderless VLAD pooling to
aggregate the activations of fully connected layers at multiple
scale levels. Related to that, the work [23] reports fairly good
retrieval results using sets of multiple sub-patches features of
various sizes at different locations that are extracted from fully
connected layers of a CNN, without aggregating them into a
global representation.

Many recent works derive the visual representation from the
activations of convolutional layers. Razavian et al. [11] extend
the work [23] to convolutional layers and the use of convo-
lutional layers leads to much better performance. After that,
the work [12] introduces a compact global image representa-
tion based on sum-pooled convolutional features (SPoC) and
further shows that the performance of aggregation methods for
deep convolutional features is different from shallow features
(e.g.,SIFT) because of their higher discriminative ability and
different distribution properties. Recent work [13] proposes a
compact image representation derived from the convolutional
layer activations which encodes multiple image regions of
different sizes without the need to re-feed multiple inputs
to network. Simultaneously, Kalantidis et al. [14] extend the
work of [12] by allowing cross-dimensional weighting.

More recently, many works [19], [20], [25]–[27] that
fine-tune the pre-trained CNN models for image retrieval
demonstrate that the fine-tuned networks can bring a signif-
icant improvement for image retrieval task. NetVLAD [19]
plugs a trainable generalized VLAD [5] layer into a CNN and
re-trains the model for image retrieval and place recognition
via the weakly supervised ranking loss, of which the inputs are
the feature maps of convolutional layers and the outputs are the
global representations. After that, the recent works [25]–[27]
fine-tune the deep CNN features for image retrieval. They
aggregate the fine-tuned CNN features and map the global rep-
resentations based on supervised strategies. CRN [20] learns
the image representation that integrates contextual reweighting
of features based on NetVLAD [19]. The global represen-
tations derived by the supervised strategies outperform the
representations based on pre-trained CNN. However, these
methods [19], [20], [25]–[27] need to collect the labeled
training datasets. The performance of these methods heavily
depends on the collected training datasets.

B. Training-Free Classification
Image classification is a fundamental task which is

aimed at categorizing images according to their semantic
contents. Recent years, deep convolutional neural

networks [30], [52]–[55] lead to a series breakthroughs for
image classification. However, these learning-based classifiers
require an intensive learning/training phase of the classifier
parameters. The non-parametric classifiers base their classifi-
cation decision directly on the data and require no learning/
training of parameters. Non-parametric classifiers have several
very important advantages [44] that are not shared by most
learning-based approaches: 1) Can naturally handle a huge
number of classes. 2) Avoid overfitting of parameters, which
is a central issue in learning based approaches. 3) Require
no learning/training phase. Although training is often viewed
as a one-time preprocessing step, re-training of parameters
in large dynamic databases may take days or weeks,
whereas changing classes/training-sets is instantaneous in
non-parametric classifiers.

The most common non-parametric methods rely on nearest-
neighbor(NN) distance estimation. NBNN [44] employs
NN-distances in the space of the local image descriptors
without descriptor quantization. ONE [45] proposes a unified
algorithm for both image classification and retrieval based on
nearest-neighbor search of regional representation. However,
these methods only consider nearest-neighbor rather than
multi-neighbor relation.

III. AGGREGATION BASED ON

“SOFT REGION PROPOSALS”

The diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
Based on the dataset, we pick the discriminative semantic
detectors to generate the “soft region proposals” by the
unsupervised strategy in the off-line stage. Each “soft region
proposal” corresponds to fixed semantic content implicitly,
such as pinnacles, arcs and bottom of buildings. In the aggre-
gation stage, we employ the selected N “soft region proposals”
to weight and aggregate the feature maps as C-dimensional
regional representations. We concatenate N regional repre-
sentations corresponding to special sematic content as the
global SBA representation. After the post-process, SBA rep-
resentation can be employed on both image retrieval and
classification.

In this section, we analyse the characteristics of the filters
of deep convolutional layers which can be interpreted as
semantic detectors. We propose the unsupervised strategy
to select discriminative semantic detectors to generate “soft
region proposals”. Based on the selected “soft region propos-
als” corresponding to special semantic content, we propose
a novel and effective SBA aggregation method. The SBA
representation can also be utilized on image classification task
based on non-parametric multi-neighbor (MN) classifier.

We extract features f from deep convolutional layers by
passing an image I through a pre-trained or fine-tuned deep
network, which consist of C channels feature maps each
with height H and width W . Finally, the input image I is
represented by the aggregated N × C-dimensional vector that
are weighted by the N selected semantic detectors.

A. “Soft Region Proposals”
1) Selection of Semantic Detectors: Because the responses

with large variances are significantly different among the vari-
ous objects, the channels of feature maps with large variances
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of our semantic-based aggregation (SBA) method. We pick the discriminative semantic detectors to generate the “soft region proposals”
by the unsupervised strategy in the first off-line stage. Each “soft region proposal” corresponds to fixed semantic content implicitly, such as pinnacles, arcs and
bottom of buildings. In the aggregation stage, we employ the selected N “soft region proposals” to weight and aggregate the feature maps as C-dimensional
regional representations, and concatenate N regional representations as the global SBA representation. The final SBA representation can be employed on image
retrieval, classification, place recognition and other tasks.

Fig. 3. The comparison of the 512-dimensional representations computed by SBA and sum pooling. Weighted by the selected “soft region proposal”, values
of the feature map’s channels activated by background (such as (a) 507th and (b) 155th) are reduced. However, values of the representation corresponding to
similar patterns to the selected “soft region proposal” (such as (c) 53th) still keep large. The selected “soft region proposal” suppresses (cold) the noise of
background and highlights (warm) the special semantic content.

are more discriminative. Therefore, we select semantic detec-
tors according to variances based on dataset.

We first calculate the C-channels variances V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vc, . . . , vC } of the C-dimensional vectors gi (i =
1, 2, . . . , D) computed by sum pooling the C × W × H -
dimensional deep convolutional features fi of image i .

V = 1

D

D∑

i=1

(gi − ḡ)2 (1)

where D is the number of database images. g = 1
D

D∑
i=1

gi is

the average vector of feature vectors gi (i = 1, 2, . . . , D).

gi =
W∑

x=1

H∑

y=1

fi (x, y) (2)

Then we sort the variances {v1, v2, . . . , vC } of C channels.
We select the discriminative deep convolutional layers filters
corresponding to large variances as the semantic detectors.
We also observe the filters with large variances to be more
discriminative by the following experiment. We performed
retrieval by SBA but we select (1) 30% random seman-
tic detectors (2) 30% semantic detectors with the largest
variance. The mAP score for the Oxford5k dataset [29]
for (1) is only 0.775±0.006, which is much small than

mAP for (2), 0.790. This verifies that feature maps with
large variances are much more discriminative than random
feature maps. Moreover, our simple unsupervised selection
method not only boosts the performance but also reduces the
computational complexity of SBA representation.

2) Effects of “Soft Region Proposals”: The special channels
of feature maps generated by selected semantic detectors
can work as the “soft region proposals” corresponding to
fixed semantic content. To investigate the effects of “soft
region proposals” in detail, we compare the 512-dimensional
representation computed by sum pooling with the representa-
tion weighted by the discriminative “soft region proposals”
in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, the selected “soft region
proposal” generated by 220th semantic detector suppresses the
noise of background and activates the sharp shape. Weighted
by the selected “soft region proposal”, the values of feature
maps that are activated by background (such as (a) 507th and
(b) 155th) are smaller. However, the values of the representa-
tion corresponding to similar semantic content to the selected
“soft region proposal” (such as (c) 53th) still keep large. As a
result, the representations weighted by the discriminative “soft
region proposals” are more discriminative and robust.

Overall, the discriminative filters of latter convolutional
layers are interpreted as semantic detectors to generate the
“soft region proposals”. The selected “soft region proposals”
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suppress the noise of background and highlight the discrimi-
native patterns of objects. We make use of the selected “soft
region proposals” to weight the activations of convolutional
layers and generate the regional representations. Because each
filter of deep convolutional layers activates special pattern,
the various selected semantic detectors can be employed to
generate the erose proposals corresponding to special semantic
content. Each proposal corresponds to a fixed semantic pattern
implicitly. The erose “soft region proposals” maintain the
explicit W × H object spatial layout which can be addressed
naturally by the pixel-to-pixel correspondence provided by
convolutions. Different with R-MAC [13], the “soft region
proposals” corresponds to fixed semantic content rather than
fixed position. Our “soft region proposals” are not constrained
to box and represent the probability of pixels belong to fixed
semantic content. Although the “soft region proposals” corre-
sponding to the semantic detectors selected by unsupervised
strategy do not explicitly describe the semantic, they implicitly
represent discriminative semantic content, such as pinnacles,
arcs and bottom of buildings. Therefore we can concatenate the
selected regional representations weighted by special semantic
“soft region proposals” as the final global representation.
CroW [14], InterActive [15] and SBA can be interpreted
as spatial-weighted representations. InterActive [15] is much
more generalized in the aspect of spatial-weighted, which
integrates high-level visual context with low-level neuron
responses by back-propagation. Compared to CroW [14] and
InterActive [15] that sum the spatial-weighted representations,
we independently employ the selected semantic detectors
to extract the regional representations corresponding to spe-
cial semantic content and concatenate them as final SBA
representation. The concatenation of regional representations
preserves more discriminative information than summation in
R-MAC [13], CroW [14] and InterActive [15].

B. SBA Design
In this section, we describe the SBA method in detail.

We aggregate the feature maps weighted by the selected “soft
region proposals” and concatenate the regional representations
as global SBA representation. We reduce the dimensional-
ity of high-dimensional SBA representation by unsupervised
method (PCA) in post-processing.

1) Weighted by Selected “Soft Region Proposals”: The
construction of the SBA representation starts with the weighted
sum pooling of the C×W ×H -dimensional deep convolutional
features f of image I with height H and width W :

ψn(I ) =
W∑

x=1

H∑

y=1

wn(x, y) f (x, y) (3)

The coefficients wn are the normalized weights as fol-
lows, which depend on the activation values vn(x, y) in
position (x, y) of the selected “soft region proposal” generated
by semantic detector n:

wn(x, y) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

vn(x, y)

(
W∑

x=1

H∑
y=1

vn(x, y)α)
1/α

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

1/β

(4)

Algorithm 1 Confidence Scores

where α and β are parameters of power normalization and
power-scaling respectively.

2) Concatenation: N selected C-dimensional regional rep-
resentations ψn(I ) are obtained from weighted sum pooling
process. We get the global N × C-dimensional repre-
sentation vector ψ(I ) by concatenating selected regional
representations:

ψ(I ) = [ψ1, ψ2, · · ·ψN ] (5)

where we select the N semantic detectors depending on the
discrimination of them. The selection based on the values of
the variances of different C channels of feature maps both
provides boost in performance and enhances the computation
efficiency.

3) Post-Processing: We perform l2-normalization, PCA
compression and whitening on the global representation ψ(I )
subsequently and obtain the final M-dimensional representa-
tion ψS B A(I ) :

ψS B A(I ) = diag(σ1, σ2, · · · , σM )
−1V

ψ(I )

‖ψ(I )‖2
(6)

where V is the M × N PCA-matrix, M is the number of the
retained dimensionality, and σ1, σ2, · · · , σM are the associated
singular values.

C. Classification Based on Multi-Neighbor (MN) Classifier

1) Distances: The distances between final M-dimensional
SBA representation ψS B A(q) of query (test) image (q)
and SBA representation ψS B A(i) of database images (i ∈
1, 2, · · ·, D) are defined as:

di = ‖ψS B A(q)− ψS B A(i)‖2
2 (7)

where D is the scale of database.
2) K Nearest-Neighbor: We compute the K near-neighbors

N Nk (q) of query image (q) based on distances (d1, d2,
· · ·, dD). Where k = 1, 2, · · ·, K and N N1(q) is the
nearest-neighbors of query image. The number of neighbors
K is the scale of utilized multi-neighbors.

3) Confidence Scores: We define the category of
the k-th near-neighbors N Nk (q) of query image as
Category(N Nk (q)). The confidence scores Scorec for
various categories c are computed in Algorithm 1.

4) Category Prediction: We select the category correspond-
ing to the maximum of confidence scores Scorec as the
category prediction finally.
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Fig. 4. Examples of five categories images in SWIMCAT [56] dataset.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets
We evaluate the performance of SBA and other aggrega-

tion algorithms on five standard retrieval datasets (Oxford5k,
Paris6k, Oxford105k, Paris106k and Holidays), Pitts250k [28]
and SWIMCAT [56] for image retrieval, place recognition and
image classification respectively.

Oxford5k [29] and Paris6k [49] datasets contain pho-
tographs collected from Flickr associated with Oxford and
Paris landmarks respectively. The performance is measured
using mean average precision (mAP) over the 55 queries
annotated manually. Oxford105k and Paris106k contain the
additional 10,000 distractor images from Flicker [29]. Holi-
days dataset [57] is a set of images which mainly contains
1491 personal holidays photos corresponding to 500 groups
each having the same scene or object.

Pitts250k [28] contains 250k database images downloaded
from Google Street View and 24k test queries generated
from Street View but taken at different times, years apart.
This dataset is divided into three roughly equal parts for
training, validation and testing, each containing around 83k
database images and 8k queries, where the division was done
geographically to ensure the sets contain independent images
in NetVlad [19]. We compare our SBA with other methods on
test set.

SWIMCAT [56] contains images captured using wide angle
high-resolution sky imaging system, a calibrated ground-based
WSI designed by [58]. A total of 784 patches comprising five
cloud categories are selected from images that were captured
in Singapore over the period January 2013 to May 2014. The
five categories include clear sky, patterned clouds, thick dark
clouds, thick white clouds, and veil clouds. Some examples of
ground-based cloud images are given in Fig. 4.

B. Implementation Details
We extract deep convolutional features using the pre-trained

VGG16 [30] and fine-tuned ResNet101 from the work [27].
In the experiments, Caffe [59] package for CNNs is used.
For VGG16 model, we extract convolutional feature maps
from the pool5 layer and the number of channels is C =
512. For ResNet-101 model, we extract convolutional feature
maps from the res5c−relu layer and the number of channels
is C = 2048. Regarding image size, we keep the original
size of the images except for the very large images which
are resized to the half size. The parameters for power nor-
malization and power-scaling are set as α = 2 and β = 2,
throughout our experiments. The number of multi-neighbor K
is set to 40 in MN classifier.

We evaluate the mean average precision (mAP) over the
cropped query on image retrieval task. For fair comparison
with the related retrieval methods, we learn the PCA and

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SELECTED SEMANTIC
DETECTORS (N). WE AGGREGATE THE RESPONSES OF

CONVOLUTIONAL LAYERS BY ALL THE C = 512
SEMANTIC DETECTORS AS THE BASELINE.

NOTE, THE FINAL REPRESENTATION
ψSB A(I ) IS REDUCED INTO

4096 DIMENSIONALITY

BY PCA

whitening parameters on Oxford5k when testing on Paris6k
and vice versa. We use Oxford5k dataset for whitening on the
Holidays. We follow the standard place recognition evaluation
procedure [19], [20] on place recognition task. The query
image is deemed correctly localized if at least one of the
top N retrieved database images is within 25 meters from the
ground truth position of the query. The percentage of correctly
recognized queries (Recall) is then plotted for different value
of N . The classification accuracy is reported as the average
accuracy of all the test images on cloud classification task.

C. Impact of the Parameters
The main parameters are the numbers of the selected seman-

tic detectors and the dimensionality of final representations
ψS B A(I ).

1) Select Semantic Detectors: We employ the discriminative
filters of deep convolutional layers as semantic detectors to
generate “soft region proposals”. The discriminative seman-
tic detectors are selected according to the variances of C
channels of feature maps. We also aggregate the responses
of convolutional layers based on all the C semantic detectors
as the baseline. We show the results of selecting the first N
semantic detectors with the largest variance in Table I. In this
experiment, the final representation ψS B A(I ) is reduced into
4096 dimensionality by PCA.

The results show that our SBA representation does not heav-
ily rely on the number of selected semantic detectors. Selecting
a small number of semantic detectors (e.g., N = 25), we still
achieve good performance. The selection strategy boosts above
0.6% mAP than baseline and reduces the computational cost
to 1/20 of the baseline. The results demonstrate that our
straightforward unsupervised selection strategy is effective.

2) Dimensionality Reduction: In order to get shorter rep-
resentations, we compress the N × C-dimensional aggregated
representation ψ(I ) by PCA and whitening process. Table II
reports the performance of representations with varying dimen-
sionality, M = 128 to 4096. We do not reduce the final rep-
resentation into higher dimensionality because of the limited
number of images in Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets. We select
N = 25 semantic detectors to aggregate the convolutional
features in this experiment.
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE OF VARYING DIMENSIONALITY (M), INTO WHICH
THE FINAL REPRESENTATION IS REDUCED. THE REPRESENTATION

IS REDUCED BY PCA AND WHITENING. NOTE, WE SELECT

25 SEMANTIC DETECTORS TO AGGREGATE

THE CONVOLUTIONAL FEATURES

The results show that the performance boosts gradually with
the increase of dimensionality and the best performance is
achieved at 4096 dimensionality. We get the consistent conclu-
sion with other methods, the compression leads to the loss of
discriminative information and performance degradation. The
previous works [12]–[14] aggregate convolutional features as
compressed representations with dimensionality under 512, but
our SBA representation has more choice of dimensionality.
Compared with [12]–[14], our SBA methods can generate
representations with both low and high dimensionality and
achieve better performance on most datasets. The dimension-
ality of SBA representation can be chosen according to the
tradeoff between performance and efficiency on different tasks.

D. Comparison With the State-of-the-Art
1) Image Retrieval: In the first part of Table III, we compare

our SBA method using pre-trained VGG16 [30] with the
state-of-the-art unsupervised methods, which employ global
representations of images. Our SBA representation signifi-
cantly outperform them on most standard retrieval datasets. In
particular, the gain is more than 8.3% in mAP on Oxford5k
and Oxford105k datasets. The results demonstrate that our
SBA representation weighted by the selected “soft region
proposals” is effective and discriminative for image retrieval.
CroW [14], InterActive [15] and SBA can be interpreted as
spatial-weighted representations. Different with CroW [14]
and InterActive [15] that sum the spatial-weighted representa-
tions, we employ various selected semantic detectors to extract
the regional representations corresponding to special semantic
contents and concatenate them as final SBA representation.
The concatenation of regional representations preserves more
discriminative information than summation in R-MAC [13],
CroW [14] and InterActive [15]. Our 512-dimensional SBA
representation is comparable with the previous state-of-the-
art, and its results are only lower than R-MAC [13] on
Paris6k. The SBA representation with higher dimensional-
ity (such as 1024, 2048 and 4096) consistently outperform
them on most datasets. The recent work MS [60] extracts
multi-scale and multi-layer features toward good practices
from ResNet, of which the features are more discrimina-
tive than VGG. With effective feature selection [62] rather
than PCA in post-processing, MS+FS [60] achieves remark-
able performance (72.3 and 87.1) for Oxford5k and Paris6k
using well-chosen 320 and 384 dimensionality respectively.

Using PCA in post-processing consistent with previous related
methods (R-MAC [13], CroW [14]), our SBA still achieves
comparable performance with MS+FS [60].

We compare other methods that contain query expan-
sion (QE) and spatial verification stages with our approach in
the second part of Table III. In the experiments, we use average
query expansion (QE) [63] computed by the top 10 query
results. Our SBA+QE method performs better than the related
works [13], [14] on all datasets. Although the approximate
max pooling localization (AML) process in R-MAC [13]
requires a costly verification stage and the extra memory
storage, our SBA+QE still achieves better performance than
R-MAC+AML+QE.

In practical applications, the use of medium footprint rep-
resentation (2048-dimensional) is prohibitive due to search
time and memory requirements. Therefore, we also gives the
small footprint representation (128-dimensional) results of our
SBA and other related methods (Tri-embedding [7], Neural
Codes [10], CroW [14], NetVLAD [19]) in Table III and IV.
Our small footprint SBA representation achieves remarkable
performance.

We also compare our method with the current state-of-
the-art supervised methods containing end-to-end training
process [19], [20], [25], [27]) in Table IV. In order to com-
pare with them, we employ convolutional layers features
of fine-tuned ResNet101 from the work [27] in SBA (with
fine-tuned ResNet101). Because these methods [25], [27]
map the final representation by the supervised methods for
similarity evaluation, we also map the SBA representations
for comparison purposes. In order to keep consistently unsu-
pervised, we utilize the unsupervised IME layer [64] to map
our SBA representations for similarity evaluation.

The results show that our unsupervised SBA repre-
sentation outperforms the state-of-the-art supervised meth-
ods [19], [20], [25], [27] on most datasets. Furthermore,
the effectiveness of the supervised methods heavily rely on
the collected training set. The images in Oxford5k and Paris6k
datasets are almost landmarks. However, most images in
Holidays dataset are photographs of landscapes. The net-
works [25]–[27] that are fine-tuned by the landmark buildings
dataset significantly improve the performance on Oxford5k
and Paris6k datasets but are not helpful on Holidays dataset.
The training dataset (Pitts250k [28] or San Francisco [65])
in NetVLAD [19] and CRN [20] is not very suitable
for Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets, so their performance
on Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets improves unsignificantly
after re-training. However, our unsupervised SBA method
can make better use of the convolutional features extracted
from both pre-trained and fine-tuned CNN model to repre-
sent the images and does not need the further supervised
re-training. Even employing convolutional layer feature of
pre-trained VGG [30], our unsupervised SBA (with pre-trained
VGG16) still achieves better performance than supervised
NetVLAD [19] and CRN [20] on all datasets as shown
in Table IV.

Considering the fact that the annotated training dataset is
difficult to collect, it is impractical to fine-tune the model
for each discrepant task respectively. Our unsupervised SBA
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TABLE III

ACCURACY COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART UNSUPERVISED METHODS. WE COMPARE OUR SBA+QE WITH OTHER METHODS
FOLLOWED BY QUERY EXPANSION AT THE BOTTOM OF TABLE. SEMANTIC-BASED AGGREGATION (SBA) CONSISTENTLY

OUTPERFORMS THE STATE-OF-THE-ART UNSUPERVISED AGGREGATION METHODS. WE NOTE THE MODELS USED

IN VARIOUS METHODS BY ALEXNET(A), VGG(V) AND RESNET(R). WE DO NOT

PERFORM QE ON HOLIDAYS AS IT IS NOT A STANDARD PRACTICE

TABLE IV

ACCURACY COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART SUPERVISED METHODS. EMPLOYING THE CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER FEATURES

OF FINE-TUNED NETWORK [27], WE ACHIEVE THE COMPARABLE PERFORMANCE WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

METHODS WITH END-TO-END SUPERVISED TRAINING. WE NOTE THE MODELS USED
IN VARIOUS METHODS BY ALEXNET(A), VGG(V) AND RESNET(R)

method is very suitable for this condition. Our SBA method
retains more discriminative information of the retrieval object
and significantly suppress the noise of background, and bet-
ter utilizes the convolutional features extracted from both
pre-trained and fine-tuned CNN models.

2) Place Recognition: To assess benefits of our approach
we compare our unsupervised SBA representations against
both unsupervised and supervised state-of-the-art methods on
place recognition. The number of semantic detectors (N) and

dimensionality (M) are set as 50 and 4096 respectively. The
baselines either use max-pooling or aggregate the descriptors
into VLAD, but perform no further task-special training.
The state-of-the-art local feature based compact descriptor
consists of VLAD pooling [5] with intra-normalization [66]
on top of densely extracted RootSIFTs [1], [67]. The
descriptor is optionally reduced to 4096 dimensions using
PCA (learnt on the training set) combined with whiten-
ing and l2-normalization [68]. The state-of-the-art supervised
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Fig. 5. Comparison of our SBA versus baselines and state-of-the-art on place
recognition. Methods marked with an * are re-trained by collected training
dataset. In order to displays the comparison clearly, we only show the recall
higher than 75% in the line chart.

NetVLAD [19] and CRN [20] with whitening based on
VGG16 are re-trained by both Pitts250k [28] training set and
TokyoTM [19].

Fig. 5 shows that our unsupervised SBA significantly
outperforms RootSIFT+VLAD and therefore sets the state-
of-the-art for unsupervised compact descriptors on all
benchmarks. Furthermore we also achieve better performance
than the re-trained sum-pooling. Our percentage of correctly
recognized queries (Recall) is only lower than supervised
NetVLAD [19] and CRN [20] that re-train the pre-trained net-
work and NetVLAD aggregation layer end-to-end by collected
training datasets.

3) Cloud Classification: In order to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and generalization of our unsupervised SBA repre-
sentation, we apply it on cloud classification which is weakly
related to the network pre-trained by Imagenet [69]. The
number of semantic detectors (N) and dimensionality (M)
are set as 50 and 64 respectively, due to the small train-
ing set. We compare the proposed SBA representation with
the following methods: 1) the 12-D Heinle feature [70] which
captures color, edge, and texture information of a sky/cloud
image; 2) LBP [71], which is very effective for describing
textures and has been widely used for cloud representation;
3) SDCAF [43] which employs sum-pooling to aggregate the
deep convolutional features of CNN for cloud classification.
The parameters of LBP (P, R) = (8, 1), (16, 2), (24, 3) are
tested, where P is the number of sampling points on a circle
of radius R. We only list the results of (P, R) = (16, 2) with
which the best performance is achieved.

The classification accuracy of Heinle feature [43], [70],
LBP [43], [71], SDCAF [43] and proposed SBA+MN are
85.26, 90.26, 96.40 and 97.83 respectively, where Heinle

feature [43], [70], and LBP [43], [71] are tested with linear
SVM [72]. The results demonstrate that our unsupervised
SBA and no-parametric MN classifier requiring no training of
parameters are effective for image classification and achieve
near-perfect performance. Without re-training, they are easy
to transfer to various classification objects. The accuracy
of SBA+NN is 96.68, which is about 1.2 percent lower
than SBA+MN. The comparison shows that multi-neighbor
information is favorable and effective.

4) Results Analysis: Our unsupervised SBA and non-
parametric multi-neighbor (MN) classifier are both training-
free of the annotated dataset. The comprehensive experiments
of various tasks demonstrate the generalization ability of
our SBA. Our method is well suited for the situation where
the annotated training dataset is gruelling and time-consuming
to collect. Due to the fact that the performance of re-trained
methods is heavily relied on the quality of collected training
datasets, it is another choice to make better use of the
discriminative features extracted form pre-trained network by
unsupervised strategy like our method in practice.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel semantic-based aggre-
gation (SBA) method. The key characteristic of our method
is that it employs discriminative semantic detectors selected
by unsupervised strategy to generate “soft region proposals”.
Based on the selected “soft region proposals” correspond-
ing to special semantic content implicitly, we weight and
aggregate the deep convolutional features extracted from pre-
trained or fine-tuned CNN models. Due to the selected “soft
region proposals” corresponding to fixed semantic content but
not fixed position, we concatenate the regional representations
as global SBA representation. The results show that our SBA
representation suppress the noise of background and highlight
the discriminative patterns of retrieval objects.

Experiments on standard image retrieval, place recognition
and cloud classification datasets demonstrate that our unsu-
pervised approach outperforms most previous state-of-the-art
unsupervised and supervised aggregation methods. It is worth
noting that our unsupervised SBA method is very suitable and
effective for the situation where the annotated training dataset
is difficult to collect.
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